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Highly efficient GaAs solar cells by limiting light emission
angle
Emily D Kosten1, Jackson H Atwater2, James Parsons2, Albert Polman2 and Harry A Atwater1
In a conventional flat plate solar cell under direct sunlight, light is received from the solar disk, but is re-emitted isotropically. This
isotropic emission corresponds to a significant entropy increase in the solar cell, with a corresponding drop in efficiency. Here, using a
detailed balancemodel, we show that limiting the emission angle of a high-quality GaAs solar cell is a feasible route to achieving power
conversion efficiencies above 38% with a single junction. The highest efficiencies are predicted for a thin, light trapping cell with an
ideal back reflector, though the scheme is robust to a non-ideal back reflector. Comparison with a conventional planar cell geometry
illustrates that limiting emission angle in a light trapping geometry not only allows for much thinner cells, but also for significantly
higher overall efficiencies with an excellent rear reflector. Finally, we present ray-tracing and detailed balance analysis of two angular
coupler designs, show that significant efficiency improvements are possible with these couplers, and demonstrate initial fabrication of
one coupler design.
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INTRODUCTION
Under direct sunlight, conventional solar cells emit light isotropically,
while receiving light only from the angles spanned by the solar disk.
This increase in the angular distribution of light increases the photon
entropy, and the inherent entropy increase reduces the solar cell effi-
ciency. Thus, efficiency may be increased by reducing the angular
spread of emitted light from the solar power conversion system.1–4
As shown in Figure 1a, concentrating solar systems partially exploit
this angular photon entropy term by redirecting the solar cell light
emission into a narrow angular range, giving efficiency increases at low
concentration ratios due to increased current densities and resulting
increases in voltage. However, concentrators do not realize all the
potential gains from reducing the angular spread of emitted light
because as the sunlight concentration and current density rise
increased series resistance and heating degrade the efficiency.5–7
Here we consider a non-concentrating systemwith limited emission
angle in a thin, light trapping GaAs solar cell with high radiative
efficiency, as shown in Figure 1b. While this approach also addresses
angular photon entropy, the specific mechanism of the efficiency
increase is due to photon recycling, as photons that would otherwise
be radiatively emitted from the cell are reflected back into the cell and
reabsorbed.4 Using a detailed balance model that accounts for realistic
semiconductor absorption, emission and recombination, as well as the
limited number of optical modes in thin film cells, we demonstrate
that efficiencies exceeding 38% are potentially achievable with limited
emission angle and an ideal back reflector. Furthermore, we find that
the scheme is robust to a non-ideal back reflector.
Figure 1 contrasts the scheme considered here with a traditional
concentrator cell. As with a concentrator cell, only the direct portion
of the solar radiation can be utilized, and solar tracking is required. By
limiting the solar cell emission angle, as shown in Figure 1b, photons
emitted by radiative recombination are less likely to escape from a
solar cell, reducing dark current and increasing efficiency. This photon
recycling effect is inherent in Shockley and Queisser’s original detailed
balance analysis, but the limited emission angle case was not consid-
ered explicitly.1 While it has been calculated that limiting emission
angle could yield efficiencies exceeding 40%, more recent work ana-
lyzing this effect in a planar GaAs cell concluded that no advantage
would exist for a realistic material owing to non-radiative recombina-
tion.3,4 In contrast, we find that utilizing a light-trapping, rather than
planar, cell geometry mitigates losses from non-radiative recombina-
tion and allows for significant benefits.
In a light trapping geometry, light is randomized inside the solar cell
to increase the optical path length. By limiting the solar cell emission
angle in this geometry, the optical escape cone is reduced for enhanced
light trapping.8,9 Previously, efficiency benefits under angular restric-
tion were considered with silicon in a light-trapping geometry.2
However, photon recycling benefits are minimal due to low radiative
efficiency in silicon and were not included in the model. Here we
consider a light-trapping GaAs cell where photon recycling is much
more prominent owing to high radiative efficiency in GaAs. Thus,
while previous work considered either light trapping or photon recyc-
ling, the thin, light-trapping GaAs solar cells considered here max-
imize both of these effects and we find a new regime of higher
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efficiencies that were not previously considered achievable for a single-
junction solar cell under one sun illumination.2,4,10 We also illustrate
that this approach is robust to a non-ideal back reflector and that a
light trapping, as opposed to planar, geometry allows for thinner cells
with higher overall efficiencies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We implement a detailed balance model, which accounts for
photon recycling and is fairly realistic in GaAs, as experimental
GaAs cells have recently come within a few percentage points of
the detailed balance efficiency limit with high radiative effi-
ciency.11,12 As in previous work, we initially assume that all recom-
bination is radiative so at open circuit the only route for carrier loss
from the cell is via a radiatively emitted photon.1,4,8 As the sun
shines on the cell, the carrier concentration and chemical potential
inside the cell increase, increasing the rate of radiatively emitted
photon loss until steady state is reached. At steady state, the carriers
created from the solar photons absorbed by the cell must equal the
carriers lost via radiatively emitted photons leaving the cell:
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where a(E) is the fraction of photons at energy E, absorbed by the solar
cell,Vc is the solid angle the cell emits into, S(E) is the solar spectrum,
and qVoc equals the chemical potential of the cell.
4 The left side is the
flux of solar photons absorbed by the cell, and the right side is the flux
of radiatively emitted photons leaving the cell as given by Planck’s law
with increased emission owing to the chemical potential, or voltage, of
the cell. To find the net current at conditions other than open circuit,
Voc is replaced by an input voltage, and the radiatively emitted flux
from the cell is subtracted from the solar flux. Tracing out the current–
voltage relationship in this way, we find the maximum power point
and the cell efficiency.
With tighter angular restriction, the absorptivity increases in a light
trapping cell geometry.2,9 While previous analyses calculated the
absorption with angle restriction in the ray optics limit, the thinner
cells considered here have a modal structure that must be accounted
for. To accurately model thin cells, we follow the approach taken by
Stuart and Hall, with modification to account for angle restriction.13
The fundamental assumption is that all optical modes are equally
occupied by some scattering mechanism, such as a textured surface.
We calculate the modal structure for a GaAs cell clad with thick layers
of silicon nitride, neglecting absorption. The modal occupancy is then
found as a function of the light intensity entering the cell from the free
space opticalmodes which are reduced by a factor of sin2(h), where h is
the angle of emission, to account for angle restriction. The resulting
absorption expression, given in the supplemental information, repro-
duces the ray optics result for limited emission angle, and the original
absorption expression when the angle is unrestricted.
The detailed balance model was implemented in Matlab using the
optical constants of GaAs and the AM 1.5 direct solar spectrum; it
neglects shunt and series resistance effects. Throughout this paper, we
assume that there are perfect antireflection coatings at all interfaces,
owing to the advanced state of this technology.14
Including Auger recombination in the detailed balance equation
gives:
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where C is the Auger coefficient of 7310230 cm6 s21, and ni is the
intrinsic carrier concentration in GaAs.10,15,16 This expression is
applicable under high injection, where the carrier concentration is
dominated by light generation and is proportional to nie
qVoc/2kT (for
a discussion of general, rather that Auger, non-radiative recombina-
tion with a constant internal fluorescence yield, see the supplemental
information). High quality material with a Shockley–Read–Hall life-
time greater than 14.3 ms and surface recombination velocity less than
1.75 cm s21 for a 500-nm-thick cell is required for Auger recombina-
tion to be dominant at open circuit. Finally, for a non-ideal back
reflector, we must consider parasitic absorption of both incoming
and radiatively emitted photons. In the Stuart and Hall formalism,
we account for parasitic absorption in the radiating modes of the cell
to find the expressions given in the supplemental. We note that the
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Figure 1 Photon entropy in concentrator and angularly restricted systems. (a) A
concentrator system takes the light emitted from all angles in a solar cell and
reflects it to within a narrow range of angles. As concentration ratio increases, the
emission angle from the concentrator is reduced, so to fully reduce the angle of
emission, maximum concentration is required. This corresponds to maximal
theoretical efficiency in a concentrator system, due to the increase in short circuit
current density, qVoc<kTln(Jsc/Jo), where Jsc is the short ciruit current density
and Jo is the dark current density. (b) We propose a design for a thin coupler
which limits the emission angle without concentrating thereby avoiding deleteri-
ous heating and series resistance effects. The efficiency gains are via photon
recycling, as illustrated by the arrows, representing radiatively emitted photons.
This photon recycling gain corresponds to a dark current reduction in the
expression above, as in high-quality GaAs the dark current is dominated by
radiative emission from the cell. Key to achieving the highest possible efficiencies
with this design are the thin cell and the highly reflective, light trapping back
reflector shown in the schematic.
(2)
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expression for parasitic absorption of emitted light is applicable in
both the planar and light trapping cases, as radiative emission rando-
mizes the light in a planar cell. Absorption in the semiconductor for
the planar case was calculated by considering the path of light inside
the cell and the losses at the reflector, as shown in the supplemental.
The ray tracing of coupler designs was performed using a Matlab
code. Each ray is defined by an in-plane and out-of-plane angle relative
to the plane of the coupler top, as well as the ray’s starting location on
the top of the cone structure. For each in-plane and out-of-plane
angle, we average rays starting at different points on the cone top,
and then average over the in-plane angles. To incorporate the coupler
results into the detailed balance model, the factors of sin2(h) in the
previous equations are replaced by angular transmission averages
from ray-tracing. The cone or cup-like structures we ray trace have
the side curvature of a compound parabolic concentrator, or com-
pound parabolic concentrator (CPC).17 However, in the double-array
dielectric case, the curvature of each portion of the side, as defined by
the CPC shape acceptance angle, is modified so that the top of the
cone-type object has a hexagonal cross-section, allowing for an array
of close-packed structures with circular openings at the bottom.
The fabricated coupling structures were written into IP-L resist
using the Nanoscribe Photonic Professional two-photon lithography
system.18 To prepare the sample for writing, optical coupling fluid was
placed on one side of a glass slide, and IP-L placed on the other. After
writing, development in 2-propanol for 20 min, which removes all
unwritten IP-L and the optical coupling fluid, was followed by drying
of the glass slide. The structures written in resist remained on the glass
slide and were then coated with a 20-nm layer of sputtered chromium
to aid conductivity for imaging. A focused gallium ion beam (9.7 pA,
30 kV) was used to mill circular apertures through the base of the
parabolas into the substrate. The scanning electronmicroscopic image
shown was taken at 256and 5.05 kV of accelerating voltage.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2a gives detailed balance efficiencies calculated for various GaAs
cell thicknesses with a light trapping cell geometry and no non-radi-
ative recombination. With narrow angle restriction, cell performance is
independent of cell thickness, as increased light trapping allows all the
light to be absorbed within even a 50-nm-thick cell, or one-sixtieth of
the material in a non-angle restricted cell. Thus, beyond about 36 of
angle restriction, photon recycling gives all further improvement.
Concentration factors which correspond to a given angular restriction
are marked, suggesting that very high single-junction efficiencies are
possible using existing two-axis solar tracking technology.19,20
While the results in Figure 2a are encouraging, they assume all
recombination is radiative, which is unrealistic in a real material.
Since GaAs can be fabricated with very high purity and excellent sur-
face passivation via III–V capping layers, we consider only Auger
recombination as it is the sole intrinsic, unavoidable source of non-
radiative recombination.15,21–24 With increased voltage from photon
recycling, Auger recombination increases relative to radiative emis-
sion. Thus, as Figure 2b illustrates, the effect of Auger recombination is
the greatest for narrow emission angles, and there is little benefit for
emission angles below 16. Thinner cells show the best performance for
small emission angle, because the Auger term is minimized while
enhanced light trapping allows for full absorption. Furthermore, the
results suggest that efficiencies above 38% are achievable with a 50-
nm-thick cell.
While a nearly ideal back reflector may be achieved utilizing a dielec-
tric stack reflector in air (see supplemental information), a metallic back
reflector is more likely to be cost effective.25 However, an imperfect back
reflector will reduce the absorbed solar flux and photon recycling via
parasitic absorption of solar and radiatively emitted photons. In
Figure 2c, we have calculated efficiencies for a 98% reflective rear sur-
face, as is typical for smooth reflective silver coatings.26 While the
benefits of limiting emission angle persist, the maximum achievable
efficiency is reduced. In contrast to the ideal reflector case, thicker cells
now give better performance. This indicates that, despite the high back
surface reflectivity, the reduced reflector losses with increased thickness
outweigh the increased Auger recombination. While these results dem-
onstrate the feasibility of the scheme, they also indicate the benefits of a
highly reflective back surface, particularly for thin cells.
Figure 3 gives analogous results for a planar, rather than light-trap-
ping, cell geometry. As we expect, thinner cells have lower efficiencies
in a planar geometry owing to poor absorption of incident light. Thus,
with an ideal back reflector, the light-trapping geometry gives a
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Figure 2 Effect of angle restriction in a light trapping GaAs cell. Detailed balance
efficiencies as a function of maximum emission angle for various thickness light
trapping GaAs solar cells with thick silicon nitride cladding. In panel a, all recom-
bination is assumed to be radiative with an ideal back reflector. In panel b, Auger
recombination is accounted for assuming an ideal back reflector. In panel c, the
back reflector is assumed to have 98% angle-averaged reflectivity, as is typical in
silver, and Auger recombination is also included. The dotted lines indicate con-
centration factors that have the same degree of angular restriction to illustrate the
tracking difficulty.
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significant overall efficiency gain, because very thin cells can give full
light absorption while minimizing Auger recombination, as
Equation (2) indicates. Note that any bulk non-radiative recombina-
tion process, such as Shockley–Read–Hall recombination, will scale
with thickness as Auger recombination does, allowing for a similar
advantage. However, with a non-ideal back reflector, performance is
very similar between thick, fully absorbing, planar and light-trapping
devices. Thus, when back reflector losses dominate bulk non-radiative
processes, the light-trapping geometry allows for much thinner cells
but has little effect on maximizing overall efficiency.
Throughout the previous analysis, we have assumed a device which
facilitates light in-coupling within the specified angle without loss,
while excluding all other light spanning wavelengths from the blue
edge of the solar spectrum to the band edge of GaAs at 870 nm. While
there has been some discussion in the literature about possible strat-
egies for designing such a coupler, we are not aware of designs whose
performance has been optically analyzed.2,27 Other than the design of
an emission angle limiting coupler, our scheme relies largely on exist-
ing technologies, such as tracking and high-quality GaAs cells. Thus, to
complete the feasibility argument, two possible coupler designs are
presented and their performance is analyzed, with experimental work
showing the early fabrication of one design.
Figure 4a and 4b illustrates a coupler that utilizes total internal
reflection within dielectric cone-type structures based on a modified
CPC shape. A double close-packed array of cones, separated by a
perfect, broadband reflector with small holes at the cone bottoms
completes the coupler design. While total internal reflection serves
for the relatively collimated incoming light, it will not serve for the
isotropically emitted light from the solar cell, thus necessitating the
broadband reflector. Unlike a single array of these cone type structures,
the double array gives uniform, near normal illumination of the cell,
minimizing reflection losses and improving device performance. A
similar end to end double CPC structure was used in the COBE satellite
measurement of the cosmic microwave background.28 This coupler is
naturally broadband, because it functions on ray optics principles.
A thinner coupler allows for easier integration with existing systems
and lower materials cost. Since this coupler is based on ray optics, it
can be built on any scale much larger than the wavelength. To min-
imize the coupler height, we set the scale so that the reflector openings
are in the ray optic limit (4 mm diameter). As the maximum CPC
acceptance angle decreases, narrowing the allowed angles, the optimal
height of the cone structure increases.17 Thus, tomore strictly limit the
emission angle, we must either tolerate a thicker coupler structure or
truncate from the optimal CPC height.
In Figure 4c, we compare three designs limited to 1 mm in height.
For the design marked 3.76, with the least angular restriction, there is
no truncation, while for design with maximal restriction, marked 26,
the shape is truncated to approximately 30% of its optimal height.
Owing to the large size of the coupler relative to the wavelengths of
interest, we analyze the coupler performance using ray tracing with
silicon nitride dielectric structures. We see excellent angular cutoff,
and a broadband response, as illustrated by the curves for 300 and
870 nm. For the more truncated designs, the angular cut-off is less
abrupt but begins at smaller angles.
The ray tracing results can then be incorporated into the detailed
balance calculation. Figure 4d shows current–voltage curves for the three
different coupler designs on a 250-nm-thick cell with Auger recombina-
tion and an ideal back reflector, as well as results for cells with no
angularly restricting coupler. We see that the most significantly trun-
cated design performs the best, with a four absolute percent efficiency
increase over a thicker cell with no coupler, and a seven absolute percent
increase over a no-coupler cell of the same thickness. While there is an
approximately 100-mV increase in open circuit voltage, the short circuit
current only increases by about 3 mA cm22, so there should be no
significant heating or series resistance effects, as in concentrator systems.
Thus, this coupler design could be used to experimentally demonstrate
significantly improved performance due to limited emission angle.
In Figure 4e–h, we analyze a similar coupler that is easier to fabric-
ate, and show an initial fabrication of the shape via two-photon litho-
graphy. This coupler has a single, rather than double, array and uses
metal coated cups rather than total internal reflection in a dielectric.
To limit degradation in device performance, the illuminating holes at
the bottoms of the cups should be spaced by a distance equal to or less
than the carrier diffusion length, so the coupler CPC’s must have a
relatively small diameter while remaining ray optical. Assuming 98%
metal reflectivity and neglecting the gaps between cups, ray tracing
results coupled to the detailed balance model suggest a significant
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Figure 3 Effect of angle restriction in a planar GaAs cell. Detailed balance effi-
ciencies as a function of maximum emission angle planar GaAs solar cells of
various thicknesses. In panel a, all recombination is assumed to be radiative with
an ideal back reflector. In panel b, Auger recombination is accounted for assum-
ing an ideal back reflector. In panel c, the back reflector is assumed to have 98%
angle-averaged reflectivity, as is typical in silver, and Auger recombination is also
included. The dotted lines indicate the concentration factors that have the same
degree of angular restriction to illustrate the tracking difficulty.
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Figure 4 Coupler designs and performance. (a) Dielectric coupler schematic. The double array of cone-like structures is separated by a broadband ideal reflector. The
solar cell has a light trapping, randomizing back reflector. (b) Representative rays illustrate the function of the dielectric coupler. For the center CPC split rays that would
be strike the reflector are not shown. (c) Reflectivity curves for three couplers, all 1mm in height. The solid curves are for 870-nm light, and the dotted for 300-nm light.
The curves are labeled with the maximum angle of emission that defines the CPC-shaped sides. The observed angles are about double the design angle because the
light is refracted as it enters the dielectric. (d) Detailed balance current–voltage curves are shown for light trapping cells with the couplers shown in part b, as well as
cells without angle restriction. Auger recombination is considered with an ideal back reflector. The legend gives the efficiencies; the design angles from part b and the
cell thickness are given in parentheses. (e) Schematic of metal array coupler on a solar cell with a randomizing back reflector and scanning electron microscopy of
structure fabricated in metal-coated resist via two-photon lithography. The SEM image was taken at 5.05 kV accelerating voltage at a 256angle. (f) Representative rays
illustrate the function of the metallic coupler. (g) Expected reflectivity from ideal fabricated structure, as determined by ray tracing, for a 98% reflective surface
independent of wavelength. Gaps between structures are neglected. (h) Detailed balance current–voltage curves for light randomizing cells with metal array coupler,
and without angle restriction. Auger recombination is considered with an ideal back reflector. CPC, compound parabolic concentrator; SEM, scanning electron
microscopy.
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performance increase despite the short circuit current losses in the
metal.
CONCLUSIONS
Developing a detailed balance model for a thin, light trapping GaAs
solar cell with limited emission angle, we have found efficiencies above
38% may be achievable with a single junction solar cell. We identify a
regime of efficiencies significantly higher than those previously pre-
dicted for realistic cells with limited emission angle by maximizing
both light trapping and photon recycling effects. A light trapping
geometry, high-quality material, an excellent back reflector and a very
thin cell are critical to reaching the highest single junction efficiencies.
Furthermore, this design is tolerant to the use of a non-ideal, metallic
back reflector and conversion efficiencies above 35% are possible.
These results suggest that limiting emission angle with a light trapping
GaAs cell could provide a new route to achieving high efficiencies
without a tandem or third generation cell. Furthermore, this scheme
relies almost entirely on existing technology, with the exception of a
low-loss, broadband, angularly specific concentrator. We therefore
analyzed two possible coupler designs, found that these couplers could
produce significant performance increases, and demonstrated initial
fabrication of one design. Thus, we have identified a new regime of
very high efficiencies achievable by limiting emission angle, laid out
the critical factors necessary to realizing these efficiencies, and con-
sidered designs for the angularly restrictive coupler required.
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